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EDITORIAL

WHY PUBLIC RELIEF IS NOT THE ANSWER
TO HEALTH CARE FOR THE AGED

Worried?
the

By Abraham Ribicoff

day when
about
you retire and your income
stops? Worried about maintain,
ing financial independence? A
CML annuity can provide you
with a guaranteed income for
life. And it provides you with fi.
nancial peace of mind as well.
In addition, CML has recently,
lowered the rates on certain
Worried

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
25; Utah 27. And almost everyAs yet, only 23 States, plus
Back in October, 1960, a new
body has read about West Virlaw went into effect which atPuerto Rico and the Virgin
ginia where physicians' and
tempted to cope with the mountIslands, have set up MAA
ing medial problems of this programs. At the end of last hospital claims out-ra- n
the
country's 17 million aged.
year, only 17 States and the available "MAA" funds.
Yet, these inadequate benefits
This law was born of an acute Virgin Islands were actually
have already cost Federal and
need to provide better financial making MAA payments.
state governments more than
assistance for old people not
Even though the Federal
. able to pay for their health care.
government agrees to pay from $120 million. In fiscal 1963, the
"MAA" program will cost th
But this program was never 50 to 80 percent of tne cost
tailored to fit the medical prob- - depending on the wealth of the Federal government an esti"
lems of all the nation's aged-- or
state-ma- ny
states say they are mated $230 million, and almost
to lessen the burden on the too poor to put the plan into $200 million to State and local
governments.
whole family. It is, purely and effect.
Compare this plan with the
simply, public relief. To get it
However, if a person lives
in most states, the elderly in New York, Massachusetts, national health insurance plan
'proposed
by the President a
must prove they are paupers.
or Michigan his chances of
' In my opinion the measure, getting MAA aid are better. program that would be
The
though of some help, is inadebill, which is now before Conquate. We will still need it,
1
gress and which carries out the
however, even if the PresiPresident's proposal, would
dent's plan for health insurprovide broad health benefits
ance lor the ged through
for nearly everyone over 65
social security is passed by
through the Social Security
Congress. There will still be
System.
some people who are poverty
The cost would be Only
stricken and have to look to
$1 a month for the average
their
assistance
for
Sublie care.
wage earner and an equal
amount from his employer. For
Here's how the aged medical
this, you are buying health
care program works under this
care, with dignity, for your
system:
parents. You will be able to
The medical programs are
save more money to give your
paid for by federal, state, and
children the best upbringing;
local taxes. The Federal gov''and education for a good Btart
Secretary Ribicoff
ernment promises to pay part
life. At the same time, you
of the cost to any state which 'These states account for 92 in
per cent of a'.l money spent are investing in your own
will:
health care when you reach 65
under this plan last December.
. (1) , Increase its payments
relieving your own children
for medical care for persons on Here are a few examples and
shdwing how little actual help of the burden of paying for it.
e
assistance.
What investment can pay
(2) Pay costs for medical
with medical expenses some of
better dividends?
service for persons over 65 who the states puvide:
are not. on public assistance,
If a person lives in Kentucky
Your Congressman wants to
but who can prove they have he is eligible for hospital care
know how you stand on the
just barely enough money for only in case of "acute, emerKennedy Program for Health
food, clothing and shelter. This gency, and
Insurance through Social
is the Medical Assistance for illness," and then for only 6
to him.Also.for
the Aged program, usually days hospitalization. In Oklafurther information about
called '.'MAA."
homa, "MAA" will pay for hosPresident Kennedy's proposal
Each state decides whether pital care only for conditions
for health care for the aged,
or not it will participate. Each which endanger life or sight. In
write to the National Council
December, Louisiana reported
state determines how much benof Senior Citiien,200"C"St,
efits it will .pay, and who will actual expenditures for only 8
SE, Washington 3,D.C.
be eligible.
recipients; New Hampshire for

annuities. PJeaio writs for
illustrations of our annuityro-grams- .
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What will the cold war turn into?

To the Editor:
The implications of your'
front page story of Monday, March 26, "Young
Republicans Oppose University NSA Affiliation"
should not pass unchallenged. According to a report issued by the Young
Republicans, J. B. Mathews "one of America's
foremost authorities on
communism," links Harold
Taylor, Helen C.
White, and David Ries-ma- n
with Communist
Front activities. The YR
seem to approve
this
linking. Mathews and the
YR should know of whom
they speak, and the YR
should know something of
Mathews. Many persons

recall Mathews's

is

activi-

proaching nausea.
As it happens, Mr. Taylor is a former president
of Sarah Lawrence C o
and spokesman for a
theory of education antithetical to communist abMiss White is a

solutism.

former president of t h e
American Association of
ALFA

ROM CO

DESIGN

I
a coed's chances of
getting the right man
diminish after college?
Da

.

'

University Professors, a
Phi Beta Kappa senator,
and a' member of the
Academy of Living Catholic Authors. She is a
leading Catholic laywom-an- .
Mr. Riesman is too
celebrated to need my
praise. His most famous
book is The Lonely
Crowd, which is not by
the wildest stretch of the
imagination
conservative
hospitable to communist
doctrine. Some might
even remember that he
delivered the first in a
series of Humanities Lectures at the University of
Nebraska a few years
ago.
The implications of the
story can lead the dispassionate reader to one
.
of two conclusions,

and embarrass their home
university; for they clearly do not understand log-

x

Kennedy sums up his

first year in office

Kosmet Klub Presents

Saturday, March

31

iris mttisrxzza
Pershing 8:00

"Idon't think most Americans realize," says JFK, "the way the situation has changed." In this week's
Post, in an authoritative article
based on talks with the President
and his ch iel advisers, S tewartAlsop
tells how Kennedy has revamped
U.S. strategy. What was behind his
struggle with the Pentagon. And
how the new plans are working out.
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ic, the use of evidence, or
common decency.
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(Alt
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Mat-

hews and the Young Republicans are egregiously
and irresponsibility ignorant of the subject on
which they presume to
give an opinion, or they
are involved in a smear
campaign which is beneath contempt. They
make fools of themselves
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Determining the colour of a diamond was o matter of
jjuesswork in days gone by. Master Guide Diamonds ore
light and under
now used under controlled, shadow-fre- e
laboratory conditions. Faint colour differences do make
a difference in diamond value. Today these fine colour
separations can be mode and checked by electronic equipment.
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of famous Paris designs

adapted

the Arkins.
Look in on this summer style reyiew
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"A Look at the Look".
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Sunday, April 1, 1962
Fashion, from our Young Nebraska Shop,
Second Floor
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